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Lulu.com. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 366
pages. Everything is perfect. Absolute, faultless perfection a
genuine utopia. There is no disease, no murder, no terrorism,
no crime, no age, no violence, no problems. Any kind of issue
can be treated with medication any kind of issue. Everyone is
happy. There is no such thing as war, since there is only one
nation, one government. There is no such thing as corruption,
since politicians wear jumpsuits with their corporate
sponsorships advertised clearly. Government and business
have merged into a single institution. There is no citizenship,
no difference between company, worker and consumer, since
everyone is brand; everyone has sold their name to advertise
for a company, a product. Everyone is guaranteed 15 minutes
of fame guaranteed. There are no nationalities, no ethnicities,
no religious affiliation. Everyone looks the same and thinks the
same. Everyone is guaranteed an education, a job, a tranquil
life. Everyone is guaranteed a mate and children. All you have
to do si go along, make money, purchase products, love each
other, stick to your brand, support your company. Any
problem has a pill. Any concern a treatment. You can be
perfect, with a perfect head of hair,...
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A whole new electronic book with a new point of view. It can be full of knowledge and wisdom Its been written in an
exceedingly simple way which is only following i finished reading through this pdf in which really modified me, modify
the way in my opinion.
-- Ar ia nna  Nikola us-- Ar ia nna  Nikola us

This ebook is wonderful. I have got go through and so i am certain that i am going to likely to read through once
again again later on. You will like the way the article writer compose this ebook.
-- Miss Ar ia ne Mr a z-- Miss Ar ia ne Mr a z
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